
magnetic tip sheet
small & large snaps • tie-backs • buckles

Magnetic Snaps
1 Because BasicGrey’s magnetic snaps are incredibly strong and very thin (about the thickness of 

a dime), they are easy to conceal for a cleaner finish on your project. Simply place a positive and 
negative magnet together with the release paper facing out, then remove the protective paper and 
place into position.  Add a piece of cardstock or a sticker to conceal the magnetic snaps. 

2 Create a fun and simple closure to your next mini album by using magnetic snaps. Embellish the 
top of the snap closure to conceal the magnet and add a few flowers for some pizzazz.

3 Magnetic snaps are perfect for cards, too. This tri-fold card features concealed snaps in between 
the layers of cardstock, along with a floral embellishment on the front. 

4 Do you have private journaling you’d like to conceal? A pair of large magnetic snaps will do the 
trick and can easily be hidden with a large button.

5 With strategically placed snaps, an entire layout reveals a hidden layout underneath.
6 Using multiple snaps, you can create a chore chart, check list or even a calendar. Make sure all of 

the magnetic snaps on the work surface have the same polarity facing up (for instance, all posi-
tives facing up) before covering and embellishing. Then use the opposite polarity magnetic snap to 
create the object that will cover the snap on the project.

Magnetic Buckles
1 Magentic buckles are another great way to close up a mini-album. With a length of ribbon wrapped 

around the album, the buckles come together on the front for a quick and effective embellishment.
2 Buckles work great on layouts, too. In this example, two lengths of ribbon tied to each end of the 

buckle, secure the left and right flaps of the layout.

Magnetic Tie-backs
1 Not only are magnetic tie-backs practical, but they make a great embellishing tool, too. Here, a 

beautiful tie-back is used as a close for this keepsake treasure box. Simply tie a length of ribbon to 
the tie-back and secure it to the top of the box with a photo or embellishment.

2 Like our magnetic snaps and buckles, tie-backs are also a great way to create a closure on a mini 
album. 


